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CALL SAVE DIRECTIONS

Your Information has been flagged.
There have been recent changes to your business 
name, address, hours or other information. 
You’ve used keyword “stuffing” in your business name. 

Your Address violates Google Policy.
Multiple listings share the same address.

Your business uses a P.O. Box, UPS or FedEx Store Address.

Your business uses the address of a virtual office or 
coworking space. 

The physical address of your Service Area Business is 
not hidden.

N Dexter Ave

User Error.
Having a suspended manager associated with the listing.
Suggesting Maps edits using the same account that 
manages the listings. 
Map pin location placed in a strange area (e.g. in the middle 
of an intersection).

Note: Some businesses are considered to be in a “high-risk category”, and more 
likely to be suspended. (e.g. Home services, such as Locksmiths, HVAC, Plumbing etc.)

How to Avoid

Getting Suspended
While Managing a Google My Business Listing

What can cause my listing to get suspended?
The following are common reasons why many listings have trouble.



What types of suspensions are there?
There are two main types of suspension, a hard suspension & a soft suspension.

How do I fix my listing?

You will need to fill out a reinstatement form or contact Google Support. 
You may need to provide proof that you are a legitimate business.

First, fix any details on your listing that may violate Google Policy. 

Hard Suspension
The listing is entirely removed 
from Google Maps. The rankings 
and reviews associated with the 
listing are lost.

Soft Suspension
The listing is still live on Google Maps, 
but you are no longer able to make edits, 
and the listing is seen as unverified, 
meaning it’s easier for the public to edit, 
and possibly claim.

Suspended
Your listing has been suspended due to quality
issues. Learn More

Types of Proof You May Be Asked to Provide:

Secretary of State Records

State Business License

Proof of Occupancy

Photos/Videos of Location

Tax Identification Papers

Business logo visible on storefront.
Business/suite numbers clearly marked.
Company vehicles with logos.

The type of proof are asked to provide may depend on the kind of violation.
For example, 

On average, it takes up to two weeks for Google Support to review your reinstatement request.

Violation: Keyword “Stuffing”
Proof: Proof of Business Name & Address,
   Obtained from Secretary of State.

Violation: Address Violation
Proof: Video of Business Signage,
   at the claimed address. 


